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Getting online in 2020
• Teaching:
o invaluable ‘how to’ videos
o Webinars
o Free online resources
(e.g. resources.trinitycollege.com/teachers/english_language)

o Quality content

• Training
o Asynch, synch, blended

• Assessing
o Remote, in-person, VC….
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Some key principles
• Give practical help for teachers – make it directly relevant
o ‘How to use X’ techniques
o Online-friendly ideas
o Demonstrate and show how to teach online

• Show people how to teach online, not what to teach online
• Support should be informed by research and experience
• Teachers are able to transfer skills from in-person to online
learning environments
• Content needs to be available in convenient, bite-sized
chunks
• Socio-constructivist approach to supporting teachers
• Have a communicative focus to language learning
• The learner is at the centre of learning
• Remember that teaching is a ‘messy business’

Course focus:
ability and confidence
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Using online
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environment for online
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Increasing teachers'
confidence in
facilitating online
learning

Variety of media
• Video:
o Interviews
o Classroom best practice
o Whole lessons
o Best practice critique
• Lesson resources:
o Lesson plans (which are demonstrated in video)
o Examples of online resources for focussed use
• Application of theory
• Activities to consolidate learning

Trinity Teach English Online
(30-hour, online and asynchronous course for in-service teachers)

The Certificate in Online Teaching

•
•
•
•

Asynchronous and online
In-service CPD
50 hours Total Qualification Time
Ofqual-regulated at Level 4

Find out when it’s released - sign up for updates at:
learn.trinitycollege.co.uk/english-teacher-support

How we measured impact
1. A pilot group of 50 teachers were offered the course.
Teachers ranged in experience (newly qualified to L7
trainer) and L1.
2. Questionnaires sent before start of course and again at
end of course (same Qs in both questionnaires).
3. A second questionnaire sent 5 months after the course to
measure longer-term impact.
4. Data was analysed using a standard impact study
methodology (Wall & Alderson 1993).

What we learnt
• The course had a decisive impact on both their planning and
confidence levels in delivering learning in an online
environment.
• There was sustained impact, lasting at least five months
after teachers had completed the course.
• key areas of impact related to how teachers teach, as well as
participants’ attitudes towards online teaching

I’ve used some of the ideas and websites in my lessons and it really has
made a great improvement… the Teach English Online course has made
me aware that online teaching can be as productive and enjoyable as
face-to-face teaching.
- Teacher
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•

Teachers are now much more confident in using appropriate interaction
patterns in their online line lessons. Agreement increased from 50% to 95%.

•

Teachers are now much more confident in identifying online learning tools
and resources to meet individual learning needs in an online lesson.
Agreement increased from 40% to 95%.

•

And they are now much more confident in setting learning outcomes which
are appropriate for an online lesson too: before the course 60% agreed, rising
to 95% after completing the course.
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Qualitative data
1. “The Teach English Online course has been so useful, not
only in providing a wide variety of websites but also
demonstrated how to use these new tools effectively for the
online learner.”
2. “I have been able to examine carefully in my own time all the
information gained from this course and evaluated how I could best
implement this into my online classes more effectively… It has helped me
have a clearly defined lesson plan and carry this through each class.”

3. “My planning makes more use of materials specifically designed for
online lessons. I have a more efficient way to share my assessment with
students and colleagues. Students are more engaged in the review of their
progress.”

Lessons learnt: developing a course
• Test, pilot and trial as much as you can!
• Review content from different perspectives
(teachers, schools, academics)
• Ensure there is time to react to trials and reviews
• Choose a platform that works globally or your
target area
• Check copyright restrictions for content
… and learn about Creative Commons
• Be aware of safeguarding

Lessons learnt: teachers’ needs
• Teachers need to be shown focussed, practical
techniques to help their ‘just-in-time learning’.
• Videos of real classes are just as valuable as mini bestpractice videos.
• Teachers need to be directed to consolidate learning,
just like ‘non-teacher’ learners.
• Online learning must have a variety of media to help
maintain interest and support local adaptation.
• Teaching is a messy business: acknowledge and
embrace this.
• Teachers want certification for learning just as much as
our learners do.
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